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1. Introduction

The phenomenon of quantum steering has attracted
much attention recently, both from the theoretical and
experimental perspective (see, e.g., [1–3] and references
therein). Already identified in the early days of quantum
mechanics [4, 5], but put on solid theoretical grounds
only recently [6, 7], steering is a property of states
of bipartite systems regarding the fact that one party,
through local measurements, can realize ensembles for
the reduced state of the other party that do not ad-
mit an explanation in terms of classical correlations,
and in particular in terms of “hidden states” of this sec-
ond party [6, 7]. Steering plays a fundamental role in,
e.g., entanglement verification [8, 9] and quantum key
distribution [10], especially in scenarios where one of
the parties (or at least her measurement devices) is not
trusted. In recent times, steering has found connections
with other fundamental topics in quantum information
processing like joint measurability [1, 2] and the discrim-
ination of physical processes [11].

In this paper we generalize the notion of steering and
steerability to quantum channels. This generalization is
such that standard steering for quantum states can be
seen as a special case of steering for quantum channels.

The central objects of our investigation are the exten-
sions of a given quantum channel, i.e., broadcast quan-
tum channels [12] with one sender and two receivers,
such that by disregarding one of the outputs we recover
the original channel of interest. The practical scenario
that one may have in mind is the following. There is a
quantum transformation (a quantum channel) from C to
B, which we can imagine is applied/used by Bob. Such
transformation is in general noisy (i.e., not unitary) with

information “leaking” to the environment. Suppose Al-
ice has access to some part A of said environment. The
question is: is Alice coherently connected to the input-
output of the channel, or can she be effectively consid-
ered just a “classical bystander”, with at most access to
classical information about the transformation that af-
fected the input of the channel? In the latter case we
will think of the map from C to AB as of an incoherent
extension of the channel from C to B.

We will use the fact that any measurement by Alice
on the part A of the environment induces some decom-
position into subchannels of the channel used by Bob
(see the next section for definitions). We suppose Bob
to be able to perform full channel tomography, i.e., have
a perfect description of the subchannels induced by the
measurements of Alice. Alice can steer the subchannel
decomposition of the channel of Bob by performing dif-
ferent measurements. Alice can thus hope to prove to
Bob that she is not a classical bystander—in the sense
that the leakage of information from C to A cannot be
described in terms of a classical channel—by displaying
an ability to steer his channel to a level inaccessible to
a classical bystander. In a “game” similar to the one
described in Refs. [6, 7] for the case of quantum states,
along the several (supposedly infinite, in order to allow
for the perfect reconstruction of the subchannels) runs of
the game/experiment, Bob can ask Alice to realize one
of a number of agreed-upon subchannel decompositions
of his channel, with Alice returning (classical) informa-
tion about which subchannel in the dictated subchannel
decomposition ended up being realized (i.e., the outcome
of her measurement). Based on the reconstructed sub-
channels, Bob has to decide whether Alice has access to
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a coherent extension of his channel. If Bob can be con-
vinced that Alice does have access to the other output
port of a coherent extension, we say that such an ex-
tension is steerable. This protocol to prove that Alice
is a “quantum bystander”, rather than a classical one,
is semi-device-independent, as it does not rely on the
details/implementation of Alice’s measurements.

In the following, after introducing the notation and
the various concepts more formally, we provide sev-
eral results and make a number of considerations, es-
pecially about the similarities and differences between
state steering and channel steering. In particular, we
argue how, while state steering deals with the notion
of hidden states, in the case of channel extensions the
approach based on the notion of coherence of the exten-
sion is more proper than the notion of “hidden channel”.
This distinction vanishes in the special—and standard—
case of state steering. Other issues that we consider
include: how incoherent extensions have an interpre-
tation as extensions realized by Local Operations and
Classical Communication (LOCC); the quantification of
the steerability of channel extensions; the use of the
Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism for mapping the study
of channel steerability to state steerability.

2. Notation and Definitions
In this section we set the notation and provide the defi-
nitions that will be used in the rest of the paper.

Definition 1. Let ΛC→B be a channel, i.e., a
completely-positive trace-preserving linear map. We say
that the broadcast channel [12] ΛC→AB is a channel ex-
tension for ΛC→B if ΛC→B = TrA ◦ ΛC→AB. We say
that ΛC→AB is a dilation in the special case it is an
isometric transformation.

It is well known that the dilation of a channel is
uniquely defined up to an isometry on A [13].

Definition 2. The collection of completely-positive
maps {Λa} is an instrument I if

∑
a Λa is a channel. In

such a case, each Λa is a subchannel, i.e., a completely
positive trace-non-increasing linear map.

It is a direct consequence of the Stinespring dilation
theorem that, given any instrument decomposition of
some channel, the information about which subchannel
of the instrument is actually applied to the input of the
channel is in principle available to some party [13–15].
Indeed, any instrument can be realized by performing a
measurement, described by a Positive-Operator-Valued
Measure (POVM) {Ma}a, Ma ≥ 0,

∑
aMa = 11, on the

extension A of a dilation of the channel. A proof can
also be obtained by considering the results of [16] that
regard the realization of arbitrary ensembles for a given
mixed state when one has access to its purification, and
by applying such results to the Choi-Jamio lkowski state
isomorphic to the channel (see below). On the other
hand, any measurement on A, for any extension ΛC→AB ,
realizes some instrument for the channel ΛC→B .

We now formalize the notion of incoherent extension
of a channel.

Definition 3. We say that ΛC→AB is an incoherent
extension of ΛC→B if there exists an instrument {Λλ}λ
and normalized (i.e., with unit trace) quantum states
{σAλ }λ such that

ΛC→AB =
∑
λ

ΛC→B
λ ⊗ σAλ . (1)

We say that ΛC→AB is a coherent extension of ΛC→B

if it is not incoherent.

Notice that an incoherent extension can be thought of
as the combination of an incoherent extension∑

λ

ΛC→B
λ ⊗ |λ〉〈λ|A

′
, (2)

with orthonormal states |λ〉, followed by the preparation

|λ〉〈λ|A′ 7→ σAλ . Definition 3 captures the idea that, for
an incoherent extension, the information that leaks to A
is at most information about which subchannel ΛC→B

λ
of the channel ΛC→B was applied to the input (“most”
corresponding to the case where the σλ’s are also orthog-
onal).

Notice also that for any given input ρC on C, the
action of an incoherent extension produces a separable
(i.e., unentangled) state on AB:∑

λ

ΛC→B
λ [ρC ]⊗ σAλ =

∑
λ

pλρ
B
λ ⊗ σAλ

with pλ = TrB(ΛC→B
λ [ρC ]) and ρBλ = ΛC→B

λ [ρC ]/pλ,
and on the right-hand side the generic expression of a
separable state.

Finally, notice that we only ask the Λλ’s to form an
instrument, each being a subchannel, and we do not re-
quire each of them to be proportional to a channel. We
return to this point in Section 9.

Definition 4. A channel assemblage CA = {Ix}x =
{Λa|x}a,x for a channel Λ is a collection of instruments
Ix for Λ, i.e., it holds

∑
a Λa|x = Λ for all x.

Definition 5. We say that a channel assemblage
CA = {Λa|x}a,x is unsteerable if there exists an instru-
ment {Λλ}λ and conditional probabilities distributions
p(a|x, λ) such that

Λa|x =
∑
λ

p(a|x, λ)Λλ. (3)

An unsteerable channel assemblage is such that all in-
struments that are part of the channel assemblage arise
from the action of the same instrument {Λλ}λ; each in-
strument {Λa|x}a in the unsteerable channel assemblage
corresponds then just to a classical processing of the in-
formation about which Λλ was applied, potentially dif-
ferent for each x.
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Notice that any measurement assemblage MA =
{MA

a|x}a,x on A , with {MA
a|x}a a POVM for every x,

leads to a channel assemblage for ΛC→B , via

ΛC→B
a|x [X] = TrA(MA

a|xΛC→AB [X]). (4)

Definition 6. We say that a channel extension ΛC→AB

is unsteerable if measurement assemblages on A only
lead to unsteerable channel assemblages.

Definition 7. The Choi-Jamio lkowski [17, 18] isomor-
phic operator to a channel ΛC→B is the operator

JC′B(ΛC→B) := ΛC→B [ψCC
′

+ ], (5)

where ψCC
′

+ is the density matrix corresponding to a fixed
maximally entangled state of systems C and C ′, with C ′

a copy of C.

The definitions above comprise and generalize the
more familiar corresponding notions for quantum states.
Indeed, to fall back to the latter case, it is sufficient to
consider the case of a channel with constant input, i.e.,
Λ[ · ] = Tr( · )σ̂, which we can identify with the (normal-
ized!) state σ̂. It is easy to see that there is the following
mapping to such a special case:

• channel extension ΛC→AB of a channel ΛC→B 7→
extension ρAB of a quantum state ρB ;

• dilation V C→AB · V C→AB,† of a channel ΛC→B 7→
purification ψAB of a quantum state ρB ;

• incoherent extension of Eq. (1) 7→ separable exten-
sion

∑
λ pλρ

A
λ ⊗ ρBλ of a quantum state ρB ;

• coherent, that is, not incoherent, extension 7→ en-
tangled, that is, not separable, extension of a quan-
tum state;

• instrument {Λa} for a channel Λ =
∑
a Λa 7→ en-

semble {ρa}, with ρa’s subnormalized states, for a
quantum state ρ =

∑
a ρa;

• channel assemblage {Λa|x}a,x 7→ state assemblage
{ρa|x}a,x;

• (un)steerable channel assemblage 7→ (un)steerable
state assemblage.

• (un)steerable channel extension 7→ (un)steerable
state extension.

We remind the reader that a state assemblage for the
state ρ is a collection of ensembles {ρa|x}a,x, one ensem-
ble per value of x, such that

∑
a ρa|x = ρ for all x. This

corresponds to Definition 4 in the case Λ[ · ] = Tr( · )ρ
and Λa|x[ · ] = Tr( · )ρa|x. An unsteerable assemblage for
ρ is one that can be written as ρa|x =

∑
λ p(a|x, λ)ρλ,

with ρλ subnormalized and such that
∑
λ ρλ = ρ (com-

pare Definition 5). Finally, an unsteerable state exten-
sion ρAB is such that, upon considering measurement
assemblages on A, it only gives raise to unsteerable as-
semblages for ρB .

3. Steerability of extension and coherence of exten-
sions

In the following we relate the coherence of channels ex-
tensions to their steerability, in the same way in which
one relates the entanglement of an extension to the steer-
ability allowed by such an extension.

Proposition 1. Every incoherent channel extension
leads to unsteerable channel assemblages upon steering
attempts. Conversely, every unsteerable channel assem-
blage can be thought as arising from an incoherent chan-
nel extension.

Proof. The proof of the claim is straightforward. In-
deed, for any measurement assemblage {Ma|x}a,x, and
any incoherent channel extension,

ΛC→B
a|x [ · ] = TrA(MA

a|xΛC→AB [ · ])

= TrA(MA
a|x

∑
λ

ΛC→B
λ [ · ]⊗ σAλ )

=
∑
λ

ΛC→B [ · ]λTrA(MA
a|xσ

A
λ )

=
∑
λ

ΛC→B
λ [ · ]p(a|x, λ).

On the other hand, fix an unsteerable channel assem-
blage {ΛUS

a|x =
∑
λ p(a|x, λ)Λλ}a,x. This can be ob-

tained through the measurement assemblage {Ma|x =∑
λ p(a|x, λ)|λ〉〈λ|}a,x applied to the A output of

ΛC→AB =
∑
λ ΛC→B

λ ⊗ |λ〉〈λ|A. Indeed,

TrA(MA
a|xΛC→AB [ · ])

= TrA

[(∑
λ′

p(a|x, λ′)|λ′〉〈λ′|A
)

×

(∑
λ

ΛC→B
λ [ · ]⊗ |λ〉〈λ|A

)]
=
∑
λ,λ′

δλ,λ′p(a|x, λ′)ΛC→B
λ [ · ]

=
∑
λ

p(a|x, λ)ΛC→B
λ [ · ]

= ΛUS
a|x[ · ].

Hence, if Bob verifies that Alice is able to steer his
channel, it means that she has access to a coherent ex-
tension of the channel. This is a generalization of the
fact that the ability of Alice to steer the quantum state
of Bob implies that she has access to an entangled ex-
tension of the state held by Bob. On the other hand,
an unsteerable channel assemblage is always compatible
with a incoherent extension. This, in turn is a general-
ization of the fact that an unsteerable state assemblage
is always compatible with Alice holding only a separable
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extension of the state held by Bob. Thus, channel steer-
ing is necessary and sufficient to establish the coherence
of the channel extension in a semi-device-independent
way, in the same way in which state steering is neces-
sary and sufficient to establish the coherence (that is,
the entanglement) of a state extension, in a semi-device-
independent way [6, 8].

4. Steerability of extensions and Choi-Jamio lkowski
isomorphism
The next result relates the steerability properties of a
channel extension to the steerability properties of its
Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphic state.

Theorem 8. The channel extension ΛC→AB of the
channel ΛC→B is steerable if and only if JC′AB(ΛC→AB)
is steerable by Alice acting on A.

Proof. Since steerability is defined as a violation of un-
steerability, the statement is equivalent to the fact that
the channel extension is unsteerable if and only if its
Choi-Jamio lkoski isomorphic state is unsteerable. The
latter statement is straightforwardly checked using the
properties of the isomorphism, in particular its linearity.
Indeed, in one direction linearity implies that, for any
measurement assemblage {MA

a|x}a,x,

(
JC′AB(ΛC→AB)

)C′B

a|x : = TrA(MA
a|xJC′AB(ΛC→AB))

= JC′B(TrA(MA
a|xΛC→AB [ · ]))

= JC′B(ΛC→B
a|x ).

Now, if ΛC→AB is an unsteerable extension, then the
ΛC→B
a|x ’s form an unsteerable channel assemblage, so that

JC′B(ΛC→B
a|x ) =

∑
λ

p(a|x, λ)JC′B(ΛC→B
λ ),

proving that JC′AB(ΛC→AB) is unsteerable. The fact
that if JC′AB(ΛC→AB) is unsteerable by Alice then the
extension ΛC→AB is unsteerable, can be similarly proven
considering the inverse of the isomorphism.

The just proven theorem shows that the study of the
steerability of channel extensions can be reduced to the
study of the steerability of states, in the sense that is suf-
ficient to study the steerability of the Choi-Jamio lkoski
state isomorphic to the extension. This is not surprising,
as the Choi-Jamio lkowski state isomorphic to a linear
map encodes all information about that map. Actually,
even the fact that a channel extension is incoherent is
encoded in its isomorphic state.

Theorem 9. The channel extension ΛC→AB of
the channel ΛC→B is incoherent if and only if
JC′AB(ΛC→AB) is A : BC ′-separable.

Proof. The “only if” implication is obvious. The proof
of the “if” is also straightforward, once one makes use
of the one-to-one correspondence between operators and
maps, and of linearity (see also [19]).

It is clear that any non-trivial dilation extension is
coherent and steerable, since it corresponds to a pure
JC′AB that is A : BC ′ entangled, and hence steerable
by Alice [6, 20].

5. Complementary channel for given extension
In quantum information it is customary and useful to
consider the complementary channel [21] ΛC→A of a
channel ΛC→B , defined uniquely, up to a isometry at the
output, by the consideration of the dilation ΛC→AB [ · ] =
V C→AB · V C→AB,†, via ΛC→A = TrB ◦ ΛC→AB . It
should be clear that we can use this latter expression
to introduce the notion of complementary channel with
respect to a general channel extension, rather than with
respect to the channel dilation.

We observe that the complementary channel associ-
ated to an incoherent extension is entanglement break-
ing [19], since

TrB(
∑
λ

ΛC→B
λ [ · ]⊗ σAλ ) =

∑
λ

TrC((ΛC→B
λ )†[11B ] · )σAλ

=
∑
λ

TrC(MC
λ · )σAλ ,

where (ΛC→B
λ )† is the dual map of ΛC→B

λ and the oper-

ators MC
λ := (ΛC→B

λ )†[11B ] form a POVM on C.
We emphasize that the implication in the opposite

direction does not hold: even if the generalized com-
plementary channel is entanglement breaking, the cor-
responding extension does not need to be incoherent.
What holds true, as we have seen in Theorem 8, is that a
an extension ΛC→AB is incoherent if and only if its Choi-
Jamio lkowski isomorphorphic operator JC′AB(ΛC→AB)
is A : BC ′-separable. On the other hand, the fact
that the complementary channel is entanglement break-
ing is equivalent to TrB(JC′AB(ΛC→AB)) being A : C ′-
separable. Thus, via the isomorphism, any example—
up to local filtering—of tripartite state for ABC ′ that
is not A : BC ′-separable but is such that its reduction
on A : C ′ is separable provides an example of exten-
sion that is not incoherent but such that the generalized
complementary channel is entanglement breaking. This
is interesting because it implies that, even though A by
itself may only have access to classical information about
the input C, she may still exhibit some quantum control
on the channel from C to B.

6. Steerability of extensions, channel tomography,
and ancilla-assisted channel tomography
As made clear with Theorem 8, Bob can faithfully test
the steerability of an extension by the use of just one
entangled input. From the physical point of view, this is
the correspondent of ancilla-assisted channel tomogha-
phy [22], which becomes in this case ancilla-assisted sub-
channel tomography. Bob may elect not to use entangle-
ment, or be unable to. In such a case, in order to realize
the tomography of the subchannels, he needs to use sev-
eral inputs. Notice nonetheless that, depending on the
extension, channel tomography may not be required to
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establish the steerability of the extension. Indeed, if
there is, e.g., a single input ρC on C alone (rather than
on C and the ancillary system C ′) such that the state
on AB given by ΛC→AB [ρC ] is steerable by Alice, hence
necessarily entangled, then the coherence of the channel
extension is already verified. What we want to empha-
size, though, is that it might happen that ΛC→AB [ρC ]
is separable, or even factorized, for any input ρC , even
though the extension is coherent. Such is the case, for
example, for the trivial channel fixed output channel
ΛC→B [ · ] = Tr( · )σ̂B that we have already encountered,
and its extension ΛC→AB [XC ] = XA ⊗ σ̂B . In this case

the complementary channel TrB ◦ ΛC→AB = idC→A is
the identity channel, i.e. perfectly coherent. In such a
case, it is never possible to observe state steering (or
even correlations at all!) between the two output spaces
A and B. Nonetheless the coherence of the extension
can be revealed by using non-orthogonal inputs. The
easiest way of seeing this is by considering how the use
of several inputs is completely equivalent to the use of
a (maximally) entangled input of C and C ′ with the
preparation of inputs on C by means of measurements
on C ′. Indeed, such measurements could be the same
that, together with the steering on Alice’s side, would
allow us to conclude that JC′AB(ΛC→AB) was A : BC ′

entangled.

7. Quantifying the steerability of channel extensions
Consider any measure SX→Y of X → Y -steerability on
states ρXY . We can define an induced measure of steer-
ability for the extension ΛC→AB of ΛC→B as

SA→(C→B)(Λ
C→AB) := sup

ρCD

SA→BD(ΛC→AB [ρCD]),

(6)
where the supremum is over all inputs ρCD, where D
is an arbitrary ancillary system. The quantification of
steering has received focused attention only recently, and
not many steering quantifiers have been defined and an-
alyzed yet [11, 20, 23]. A steering quantifier for states of-
ten gets defined by first defining a steering quantifier for
assemblages, and then “lifting” the latter to a steering
quantifier for states optimizing over all possible steering
measurement assemblages. That is,

SX→Y (ρXY ) = sup
{MX

a|x}a,x

S({TrX(MX
a|xρ

XY )}a,x),

with S({ρa|x}a,x) the steering quantifier for the assem-
blage {ρa|x}a,x.

If SX→Y is convex and invariant under isometries on
Y , as reasonable [23], then,

sup
ρCD

SA→BD(ΛC→AB [ρCD])

= max
ψCC′

SA→BC′(ΛC→AB [ψCC′ ]),

because one can focus on pure input states, and by virtue
of the Schmidt decomposition D can be taken to be a
copy C ′ of C.

It can be argued that a steering quantifier SX→Y

should not increase under one-way LOCC (a subclass
of LOCC operations realized by classical communica-
tion in one direction only) from Y to X [23, 24]. Such
a class includes obviously local operations, in particular
local operations on X. If a steering quantifier has such
a property, then

SA→(C→B)(Λ
C→AB) ≥ SA→(C→B)(Γ

A ◦ ΛC→AB),

This can be intuitively be understood, since the local
operation ΓA effectively restricts the class of measure-
ments that can be applied to the output A of ΛC→AB .
Thus, we find that channel extensions that are mapped
one into the other by means of an additional local chan-
nel on A respect a steering hierarchy at the quantitative
level, with dilations having always the highest degree
of steerability. This parallels the fact that purifications
have the highest degree of steerability in the case of state
extensions [24].

Specific choices for SX→Y which are efficiently com-
putable at least for fixed assemblages include the steer-
able weight [20] and the robustness of steering [11].
Adopting them in our case, one can immediately de-
fine the steerable weight of extensions and the steering
robustness of extensions.

Notice that, in the same way in which one focuses on
specific state assemblages, one can also focus on specific
channel assemblages, and define steering measures for
those, via

S({ΛC→B
a|x }a,x) = sup

ρCD

S({ΛC→B
a|x [ρCD]}a,x)

= max
ψCC′

S({ΛC→B
a|x [ψCC′ ]}a,x),

with the second equality valid under the conditions men-
tioned above.

The detailed quantitative study of the steerability of
channel assemblages and channel extensions will be con-
sidered elsewhere [24].

8. Coherence of channel extensions and local oper-
ations and classical communication
All channel extensions can be thought of as originating
from a given dilation, followed by partial trace on some
part of the environment/extension. That is, each chan-
nel extension is the result of Alice having access to only
a certain part of the environment to which quantum in-
formation has leaked to. Depending on what kind of
information remains available in the subsystem A of the
environment to which Alice has access to, the channel
extension ΛC→AB may be coherent or not.

There is another way of thinking of channel extensions
though, and it is by imagining how the extension can be
implemented. The “how” refers here to the operations
and/or resources at disposal to realize, we could say, the
inside of the (quantum) “box” ΛC→AB . Indeed, this is
the view behind Definition 3 of incoherent channel exten-
sion: it is an extension that requires only one-way LOCC
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to be implemented, while in general an extension would
require quantum communication and/or global opera-
tions.

We argue now that the incoherent channel extensions
of Definition 3 are the most general extensions that can
be realized by full LOCC. The reason is simple. General
LOCC operations differ from one-way LOCC operations
because of the possibility of two-way classical commu-
nication. The question is whether “backward” classi-
cal communication from the environment A can enlarge
the set of channel extensions. The answer is negative,
for a simple reason. The system A is initially uncor-
related with the input C. That means that whatever
the communication from A at any point in the LOCC
protocol, it does not provide any useful information on
how to process the input C, and can be “simulated”
locally. Only classical communication from C to A is
relevant, and can be considered to happen after local op-
erations (described by the subchannels) on C, mapping
it to B, have been completed. Hence LOCC extensions
are the same as one-way LOCC extensions. Notice that
the same reasoning applies to general extensions that
require quantum communication: only quantum com-
munication from C to A is needed at most to realize the
most general (i.e., possibly coherent) extension.

In summary, the incoherent extensions of Definition 3
correspond to the most general extensions that can be
realized classically, that is, via LOCC, or, equivalently,
without quantum communication or shared entangle-
ment.

9. Hidden states and hidden channels
In this section we discuss the fact that the definition
of incoherent extensions, see Definition 3, involves sub-
channels, rather than rescaled (by means of a probability
distribution) channels.

An alternative definition of incoherent operations
could have been

ΛC→AB =
∑
λ

pλΛ̂C→B
λ ⊗ σAλ , (7)

where we have emphasized by a ˆ (hat) that the maps

Λ̂C→B
λ are in this case channels themselves, and {pλ}λ

is a probability distribution. In such a case one can
imagine that one random channel among the Λ̂C→B

λ ’s
is applied to the input, with a specific probability for
each channel to take place. Thus, the convex combina-
tion that leads to the channel ΛC→B = TrA ◦ΛC→AB =∑
λ pλΛ̂C→B

λ can be thought as the result of ignorance

about which actual channel Λ̂C→B
λ is going to be ap-

plied, but, at least in principle, someone—for example
whoever has access to A, in the case the states σAλ are
orthogonal—would be able to know this information in
advance. Thus, in this case one can really think of “hid-
den channels”. These would be hidden to Bob, but not
to some other party, e.g., Alice, in the same way in which
Alice may know about hidden states of the system held
by Bob in the case of an unsteerable state assemblage.

We emphasize that definitions (1) and (7) coincide
when we fall back to the case of state extensions, rather
than general channel extensions. Indeed, incoherent
extensions in the sense of Eq. (1), when we special-
ize to states have subchannels ΛC→B

λ [ · ] = Tr( · )σλ =

pλTr( · )σ̂λ = pλΛ̂λ( · ), with {pλ = Tr(σλ)}λ a proba-

bility distribution, σ̂λ = σλ/pλ states, and each Λ̂( · ) a
channel. Thus, we recover Eq. (7).

In the case of the definition of incoherent channel ex-
tensions that we decided to adopt, Definition 3, one
can of course discuss the notion of “hidden subchan-
nels”. What is key, though, is that, even if some-
one has knowledge of the specific set of subchannels, if
the latter are generic subchannels—rather than trace-
rescaling subchannels—the “which subchannel” infor-
mation is not available in advance to anyone: which sub-
channel gets actually applied necessarily depends also on
the input to the channel.

If we assume the perspective that the notion of inco-
herent channel extension should be able to incorporate
the maximal classical information available to a classical
bystander about the transformation of the input, rather
than information about how an arbitrary input is going
to be transformed in the future, we thus see Definition 3
as the correct one. Other considerations support this
point of view:

• this definition captures the notion of most general
extension realized by LOCC, as discussed in Sec-
tion 8;

• this definition is consistent with the special case
of standard incoherent state extensions (separable
states), as just discussed in this section (note that
such a consistency is valid also for the alternative
view (7), though);

• allows a direct, simple and elegant correspondence
between incoherent channel extensions and inco-
herent state extensions via the Choi-Jamio lkowski
isomorphism, as discussed in Section 4.

9.A. Incoherent extensions of extremal channels
It is worth reminding the reader that the structure of
the convex set of channels is far from trivial. A channel
from C to B admits Kraus decompositions of the form

ΛC→B [ · ] =
∑
i

Ki · K†
i , (8)

with the Kraus operators Ki = KC→B
i , and

∑
iK

†
iKi =

11C . The extremal channels admit a decomposition (8)
with Kraus operators such that the set of matrices

{K†
iKj}i,j is linearly independent. So, for example,

there are extremal channels with more than one Kraus
operator that are extremal.

If we were to adopt the definition (7) for incoherent
extensions, the only allowed incoherent extensions for an
extremal channel ΛC→B would be trivial, that is, of the
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form ΛC→B [ · · · ] = ΛC→B⊗σA. On the other hand, it is
clear that more details about the transformation can be
acquired by a classical Alice; for example, information
about which Kraus operator got applied, via the channel
extension ∑

i

Ki · K†
i ⊗ |i〉〈i|

A.

10. Broadcast channels

We have considered extensions of a fixed channel. We
already mentioned that such extensions are also called
broadcast channels, i.e., channels with one sender (Char-
lie) and two receivers (Alice and Bob).

If one considers a fixed broadcast channel ΛC→AB , it
is interesting to consider both channel reductions,

ΛC→B = TrA ◦ ΛC→AB ,

ΛC→A = TrB ◦ ΛC→AB ,

which are each the generalized complementary chan-
nel of the other with respect to the broadcast channel
ΛC→AB .

From this perspective, it natural to study how much
each receiver can steer the channel between the sender
and the other receiver. Notice that all the considerations
and results we discussed so far remain perfectly valid.
So, for example, we can focus on the steerability and
coherence properties of JC′AB(ΛC→AB) in the A : BC ′

and B : AC ′ bipartite cuts to study the steerability and
coherence properties of two the channel reductions (with
respect to the given extension).

Applications of channel steering to the problem of
broadcast quantum communication, in particular to the
case where the receivers are allowed to communicate
classically and cooperate, is left open for future research.

11. Conclusions

We have generalized the notion of quantum steering
from property of quantum states to property of quantum
channels. We have discussed differences and similarities
between the case of states and the case of channels, fo-
cusing in particular on the issue of whether it makes
sense to say that channel steering rules out the possibil-
ity of hidden channels, rather than the possibility of an
incoherent extension. We also discussed in detail how
the notion for incoherence of extensions that we have
adopted is well motivated operationally, since it com-
prises the most general LOCC implementation of a chan-
nel extension. Quite importantly, we have shown both a
qualitative and a quantitative connection between state
steering and channel steering. On one hand, the Choi-
Jamio lkowski isomorphism allows us to map the study
of channel steerability to the study of state steerability,
leveraging known results in a new context. On the other
hand, we have shown how tools developed to quantify
state steering can be readily adopted to quantify chan-
nel steering.

Finally, we note how, in the framework offered by
quantum information processing, the status of quan-
tum steering (in the case of states) has changed signif-
icantly: from weird quantum feature, to property that
allows the semi-device-independent verification of entan-
glement. Moving to the analysis of the steering of chan-
nels is a natural step, that could see steering become
an even more useful tool in quantum information pro-
cessing, particularly in a multipartite scenario revolving
around broadcast channels.
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